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1. INTRODUCTION 
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We wish to qonsider a higher synooetry scheme for the strongly inter-

acting particles based on the group SU~. 
) 

The way in which this symmetry 

is broken will also concern us. Mo ti vat i.on 9 other than aesthetic 9 comes 

from an attempt to understand certain regularities, described below 9 in 

the spectra of particles and resonances. Since we deal with the same 

underlying group as that of the Eightfold ;·ay i) 9 particle classification 

will be similar in the two models. However 1 we will find restrictions on 

the representations that may be used to classify particles 9 restrictions 

that are not contained in the ~:'.;ightfold \fay. The (N 9 /\ 9 2:: 9 - ) and the 

pseudoscalar mesons will fall into octets: the vector mesons will be 

grouped into an octet and singlet, where the two representations will mix 

by a predictable amount when unitary symmetry if> broken: while the 

(Ni(1238) 9 Y~-(1385) 9 ~:}(1530L Z~(1675?)) will form a decuplet in the 

usual manner. The restriction of representations will allow us to under

stand certain features concerning the organization of.these particles. 

We will also be able to obtain a deeper understanding of both the meson 

and baryon mass spectrum by relating one to the other. 

The two symmetry schemes differ in the way particles or resonances 

are constructed. In the ~ightfold ~ay 9 the 8 pseudoscalar mesons may be 

thought of as bound states of a fundamental triplet (p 9n,/\). For example 9 

the TI+ would be represented by np 9 the IC pf\ 9 etc. In the 

language of group theory 9 the 8-dimensional representation of su'A 
) 

containing the mesons is included in the 9-dimensional baryon @ anti-

baryon cross product space 9 i.e. 9 3 @ 3 :::: 8 G) 1. However, if as in 
2) 

the Sakata model vve attempt to construct 

(for example n'"'"' ppn 9 :.=:. ""'Pl\/\? etc.) 

the baryons out of this triplet 

we are no longer able to 

classify them into the familiar group of 8 particles. r.he difficulty stems 

from the fact that the eight-dimensional representation describing the 

baryons is not contained in the 27-dimensj_onal antibaryon Q<) baryon @ 

baryon cross product space 9 3 @ 3 Q9 3. In the decomposition 
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2. 

3 @ 3 @ 3 = 3 (1-) 3 © 6 G) 15 7 only the 15-dimensional represent

ation can accommodate all 8 baryons. Unfortunately this representation 

contains other particles whose masses may be predicted by the Gell·-Mann 

Okubo mass formula 3 ) 

( [ ~ll fYY\. = l'YY\.o t \ + °'- Y + b r(I-t- 1) - \/L\ Y _} ( 1 • 1 ) 

Since these particles or resonances do not seem to be present in nature 7 

we must abandon the Sakata model and work with the 8 baryons themselveo 

as "fundamental" units. 

There is 9 however 9 another possibility based on a genuine desire to 

keep certain elements of the Sakata model. If we build the baryons from 

a triplet of particles (p 
0 7n

0 9 f\
0

) 9 (p 
0 

,n
0

) being a strangeness zero 

isospin doublet and /\ a strangeness -1 singlet 9 using 3 @ 3 @ 3 
0 

instead of 3 @ 3 @ 3 we find that classification of baryons into a 

set of 8 is possible since 3 @ 3 ® 3 = 1 (f) C:"l (±) 8 (j) 1 O. We note 

that the 10-dimensional representation is present so that the 11J*3' d 1 i ecup et 
2 

may also be constructed from our three fundamental units. The 27-dimension-

al representation which occurs naturally in the :'.i:ightfold Way and which 

does not seem to be used by nature is suggestively absent. The only 

difficulty is that now the baryons seem to have baryon number 3. This we 

get around by assigning baryon number 1/3 to each member of the basic 

triplet 9 which leads via the Gell-Mann - J.Hshijima charge formula 7 

Q = e [r +{-(B+s)\ 9 to non-integral charges for (p 9 n 9 /\ ) 
4). 'l'he 

z ~ 2 1 00 0 

doublet (p 9 n ) contains charges (~ 9 - 7-) while the isospin singlet 

:i.SOC:ipin 

o o 
1 

) :_; 
(\

0 
has charge - 3 . We shall call :p

09 
n

09 
or A

0 
an 11ace 11 • Note 

that the charges of the aces are just those of (p 9 n,~ ), but shifted by 
1 

a unit of - '.3. The isospin and strangenGss content, along with space-

time properties 9 remain the same. We will work w:Lth these aces as funda~ 

mental units from which all mesons and baryons are to be constructed. 

It is quite possible that aces are completely fictitious 9 merely providing 

a convenient way of expressing a symmetry not present in the Eightfold 1..'ay, 

On the other hanc1 9 as we shall see, an experimental search for aces would 

definitely seem worthwhile. 



2. THE BARYON OCTET 
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For convenience 9 let us designate the aces (p 
0 9 n 0

, /\ 
0

) by 

(A 19 A
2

, A
3

). In order to construct the states representing the ei.ght 

baryons we consider the reduction of the 27·-dimensional crosEJ product 

space of 11 treys" A , A,.,_ /\" 
<) °" 1~ l\ 

':') ( ' (! 'i 1 ') ·z) · .,._ · d ., 1 0\ 1 r··' 9 ,1 = 9 L. 9 J :tnuo :Lrre ucio e 

representations ~' • 

( 2. 1 ) 

Here TO\ p 'o', is totally symmetrj_c in its indices and will represent inembers 

of the Ni( 1238) decuplet, while 'T.°" J3 ·~,"it' ir:i symmetric in °') (2i ; being 

explicitly given by 

and will be taken to represent the nucleon octet (T « 1 )~ cotild cif course 

be used just as well). '11 v_ :L:::J totally antisymmetric in 0\ 9 A , ~ 
.. C."\ J (!> ) () 1-

and allows for tho existence of an I = o, S - -~ singlet to be identi-
-x- ( ) fied with the Y 1405 • The fact that the 
0 ? ) 

to the 27-dimensional representation of 

diction of this model. 

We now list the baryon states 

ff\ =-- -- T;\ :-\ ') 1 

SU 
3 

does not seem to belong 

may be taken as a pre-

+ ""- -· T , L. - - 11">.:.i (2.2) 

J!'or example, by inspection of the subscripts, 
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I :.::: ( .... -~-) + (-}) + 0 and i:itrangenes.s S :c: 0+0+(-1). 
z 

In the limit of 
unitary symmetry the 3 aces nre indistinguishable and all baryon states 

have the same structure and mass. Thir3 is represented in Fig. la. The 

mass of a baryon 'l'o( (?> ~ '6 may be thought of as mo<. +m~ +m 0 -Eo<.~ -Eo<.:, '6 -E /?>~'6 

whore 9 for Gxample 9 m(>(.. represents the :mass of the ace °" and the E's 

are binding energies, (E <x. (.6 is the binding energy between the two aces 

o<.. and (3 when they are connected by a solid line. Binding energies 

for dashed line connections are given by Eo\,f!>.) In the unitary symmetric 

limit we have moc =mt3 :=mlf 9 El.iv =E<:J~ 9 Eµ_~ 11 =Eo-~& so that tho masses of 

all the baryons are identical. We now as sumo that unitary symmetry is 

broken due to the fact that the singlet /\ ·z is heavier than the doublet 

( A
19

A
2

) B) 9 in analogy to the Sakata model.:>where the /\ was assumed 

heavier than the (p,n), The baryons now break up into distinguishable 

groups 9 so that instead of Fig. 1a, we have Fig, 2a. As a first approxi

mation9 neglecting differences in bi.nding energies 9 we immediately :find 9) • 

( 2. 3) 
( I l I S ) (/!S'I) (1130) 

The L and /\ masses are expoctod to differ, however, because the ace 

A
3 

is bound differently in tho two cases. To obtain more accurate 

results one would have to say something about the binding energy between 

aces. 

It is interesting to note that if one assumes that the breaking of 

unitary symmetry by electromagnetism takes place by virtue of the fact 

that the A
2
A 

1 
mass difference is not zero, then independent of the 

1 0) . values of the binding energies we have the mass difference equation 

t"<n(-;_-)-Nn(::0)-= ,-yy,()::-)-·/W\\L.+) -[~~IY>)- Nh('p)] 

( 5"'. c; "±:: I. lf) ( 7. o + o . s) 
(2.4) 

Assuming that A
2 

(the more negative member of the doublet) is heavier 

than A
1 

and neglecting shifts in binding energies due to the electro-

magnetic breaking of the symmetry we find the qualitatively correct result 

that within any charge multiplet 9 the more negative the mass, the heavier 

the particle. 



3. THE BARYON DECUPLET 
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J.<'igure 1b :r.cvrosents the decuplot 'l1cx(3(S' j in the limit of unitary 

A·~ a:ce indistine;uishable and all binding,· 
) 

energies are equal, r11:he 1 0 membt~r;:1 are completely degcmerate. As for the 

baryon octet 9 wo assumE) that unitary c;ymmetry l.E! ma:i_nly broken by virtue 

of the fact that A 
3 

ic-1 heavier than )\ 1 and A 2 • The objects 

of the docuplet will no longer be identical but appear as in Fig. 2b. 

Neglecting shifts in binding energj_es due to the breaking of unitary 

symmetry it is clear that tho decuplet resonances :Lncroaso their masses 

linearly with strangeness, i.e. 9 

-~ *' * .:k.. fYY\ ( Y, '• \ - ~ ( N ?,/d_) ::: IVY\(-: ~la.\ -- /VV\ l y ,·I'\ 
- .>li.. 

~ ( 7:.) - !h-t (-::-
1

~/al ( 3. 1 ) 

(147\ \14~-1 ( ? J 

Since the decuplet and octet are constructed from the same sot of 

particles we may try to obtain a formula relating tho masses of the two 

different representations. 

m3-m2-E33+Eab (a,b ~ 1 9 2 

'.[he - -X· Y~(- d • nf • • b -=... -1. 1 mass lJ: . erence is given y 
2 11 ) 

depending on the charges we take) • 

m A -mN 9 m m m 'fl m m all contain the difference " -1. - Ni · ~ ""' /\ i - _ - 4.. 

and are of roughly the right order of magnitude. If we pick -

the only mass differenc<C) whose binding energy term is -E
33

+Eab we find 

(!l/S-) 

NA(:=_-_\- l'V'>-JL) 

(1~0) 

Note that we do not expect this equation to hold exactly, even in the 

limit of unitary symmetry~ because the spins? and hence the ace dynamics 

or binding energies 9 differ for the two representations. 
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The Baryon Sin~let 

The 
-)t-

y ( 1405) ~ 
0 

in tho limit of unitary syrnmetry 7 is shown in 

Fig. 1 c. Figure 2c indicates the * y 
0 

increasing the A mass, Since the 
3 

when the symmetry is broken by 
-1:-

y is a unitary singlet nothing 
0 

quantitative can be said about its mass. 



4. THE VECTOR MESON OCTET AND SINGLET 
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Meson states are built from the same units (A1 ?P,,
2

?A_
3

) as the 

baryons. 'rhey are contained j_n the anti-ace @ ace cross product space 

where Ar::J.. stands for the anti-ace of A 
~ 

( 4. 1 ) 

Bgoauso of the nature of the 

decomposition of 3 @ 3, mesons can only fall into groups of 8 or 1. 

The Eightfold Way would allow 9 in addition 9 groups of 10 and 27, possibi

lities which nature does not seem to take advantage of. We have pictorially 

represented in Fig. 1d 9 1e the two possible meson representations in the 

limit of unitary symmetry. 

The vector meson states are given by 

+ D::1 ? -=- I 

-'"- 0 3 
\I,~' .= D~ 

""' 
~/'+ :s 

\I\ ::: D1 

_,, 0 

K"''' = 
~ 

D3 

(4.2) 

for the octet, and 

for the unitary singlet. In the limit of unitary symmetry the; masses of 

the singlet and octet must be the same because the; binding is identical 

in both representations and all aces are degenerate. In fact, if the 
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forces are such as to bind tho aces into an octet, they must also bind the 

aces into a singlet. It is important to note that this is not the case 

for baryons where tho singlet, octet, and decuplet bindings all differ, even 

in the unitary symmetric limit. 

Unitary sym.metry must be brok~;n for the mesons in exactly the same 

way as it was broken for the baryons, that ., \'( 

..Li,:) 9 the isospin singlet 

(or its anti-ace /-\3) must become heavier than the isospin doublet 

( f\ , A2 ). Breaking the symmetry by giving A
3 

a larger mass not only 

splits the masses. of :the eight vector r:wsons, but it also mixes the singlet 

w 
0 

with the I :::: 0 

the physically observable particles 

of the octet. 

l~ . .> and CQ 

becomes distinguishable from 

in such a way as to separate 

leads to 

/-\ 1 and 

(A1,A2) 

CJ) ::.. 
I 

w= 

As a result of mixing 

are formed. Since A 
3 

and GJ 
8 

must m:Lx 

'rhis immediately 

The plus and not the minus 

for GJ distinguishes the 

s:Lgn that appears :Ln the 11 deuce" expression 
0 

Ll from the S . Figure 2d shows the 

vector meson states after unitary symmetry has been broken. Using the 

empirical fact that when dealing with mesons one must always work wj_th 

squares of masses, and neglecting changes in the bindings due to the 
1 2 ) 

breaking of unitary symmetry we immediately have 

·cl 
(/013)' 

L~, 

(/00·7\ 

(4.4) 

( 4, 5) 
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Mixing has made the cp as heavy as possible. The mixing angle G 

defined by 

comes out to be 

S\NG =-\(ti3 j COS& -=\fili or 

as compared with the empirical value of er f'<J 3s
0 13 ). 

9, 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Only now has the real power of dealing with three basic objects 

become apparent. When working with the baryons, one could easily say, 

for example, that the more strangeness a particle carries, the heavier it 

is. But by using the basic triplet of aces we are able to say, after 

inspecting the baryons, that for an octet and singlet of mesons it is a 

E2,_n-strange particle that is heaviest of all1 for it contains more 

than the strangeness carrying meson does. 

A 
3 

Interestingly enough, we are able to improve equations (4,4) and 

(4.5). If we define the traceless matrix V of the vector meson octet in 

the conventional way 

G.J8 /V6 + ?0!~· r+ :r~~+ 
!< 

v ? w 8 /JG - ?()Iva \,(}a 

-'Ii'<- R~o K -·~W8/\[6 
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1 o. 

and let the matrix G bG given by 

then the mass formulae (4.4)? (4.5) may be alt2rnatively derived by 

assuming that 

( 4. 8) 

(4.9) 

for the mass terms in the square of the Hamiltonian 

stands for trace whil~ m~ = (2m
2

(K*)+m
2

( ~ ))/3? m~ 
and 

1 4 ) H Here 'l.'r 
2 *" 2 ,r:;-:::: (m (K )-m (~ ))/"13? 

0 

Note that we have suppressed all terms involving Tr G = \[3. W 
0

• · 

More generally? however? we may write for the mass terms in the 

square of the Hamiltonian, 

H~-=- f-1,~ +(Vy\~ Tr,G- TR G +1vY~4 frr.. (;.\ RG A&·+ TR G TR<.; >-~j + 

~rlr,G 1'sTRGsAo +· ~~ lr_ CT \a G- \9., ::> u c () u, 
(4 .• 10) 

2 2 I· 2 where we treat the terms in rn.
3 

to m6 as perturbations ·co H1 • Since 
2 -the term m
3 

Tr G Tr G is invariant under su
3 

while the terrn.::J multiplying 

m!? m~? and m~ are not, we might expect that to a good approximation we 

only need keep the perturbation Tr G Tr G 9 Le. ? 

(4 .• 11) 

])oing this we immediately arrive at 

which is correct to tho known accuracy of the masses. 



5. THE PSEUDOSCALAR MESONS 
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In the limit of unitary sy11unetry we have nine pseudo scalar mesons of 

equal mass, just like the vector meson case. The members of the octet we 

call (1T 9K 9 1\(8 ) wh:i.le the 

synunetry by increasing the 

and ( 4. 5) 9 i. e • 9 

n:inglut is denoted by Breaking the 

yields relations analogous to (4.4) 

where '1 
from mixing 

and l...J • 
0 

and 

-=- a ~ ( v" \ -- ~d~ ( n) 
(G9o')6

' 

(5.2) 

n° are the physically observable particles that result 
0 

and 
"'\_ 0' 

just as cp and are mixtures of 

Furthermore, by using arguments identical to those given in 

the vector meson case we obtain the analogue of the mass relation (4.12) 

Substituting the physical masses for Tr 9 K 9 

comes out negative ! 

and l we see that 

Fortunately we have an argument that alleviates the difficulties, 

After increasing the· A"' mass we found m
2 (-rr0

) == m
2 (f\), 'l'hereforEo 

) 0 

in thir3 approximation? and this is the crucial point 9 m
2 

( n~) j_s very 

small compared to the mass square differences that exist among the pseudu

scalar mesons, A small perturbation (one whj_ch changes mass squares by 

an amount small compared to changes :Lni tiated by the A 
3 

ma:::;s increase) 
,c--.. 0 

may be enough to shift the mass square of the I \
0 

down to zero or even 

negative values. We might say that the is formed from two very 

massive objects that are extremely tightly bound, :iiinergy cornrnrvation 

leaves the r\~. o L. with a sma: l positive energy or mass. 
0 

If we :i.ntroduce 
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a perturbation that decreases tlw rnas fJ 

ses the binding strength then ths 
--o 
! J 0 may no longer possess a net positive 

energy and cannot correspond to a physical particle. This, or something 

like it is evidently the situation in the pscudoscalar meson case. 

It is interesting to note that we would not expect the removal of 

tho w in analogy to tho elimination of the 7T 0
• 'rhe perturbation 

0 0 

given by (4.11) is expected to :3}J:i.ft m'-(w) by an amount small compared 

to the mass square splittings induced by the increaie of the A~ mass. 
2 J 

Since m ( w) i. s larger than tho voe tor meson mass square splittings 

there is no danger of the c0 
1 s disappearing through the introduction 

of a perturbation. 

With the removal of the 
0 

7T we exp,ect that the pseudoscalar 
0 

mesons behave as an isolated octet. ~'his is indicated in Ji'ig. 3. 

Neglecting changes in the binding energies due to the breaking of unitary 

symmetry we immediately obtain? by counting squares? the celebrated 

Gell-Mann - Okubo formula : 

( 5. 4) 

Neglecting differences of binding energies within octets it is 

clear that we have the relation 

( 5. 5) 



6. COMMENTS 
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The degree to which unitary symmetry is violated seems precarious~ 

it appears to change from one representation to another. For the pseudo-

scalar' mesons, for example, the violation seems enormous. Unitary symmetry 

gives ni2(TT) := rn~K) ::::m
2

(rJ)9 

:::J, ·m2 (,,.J ). .F t" b , :~ , 1 •or · 118 aryons, 

m2 (Tl)( (m2 (K) N yet, for physical particles 

on the other ha:nd 9 unitary nyrmnot:ry 

works reasonably well 9 predic·Ung -- m ( L ) = m ( -::- ) • In spite 

of these differences, our model suggests that the strength of unitary 

synnnetry violation is the same in both cases9 for the breaking of 

unitary symmetry is measured by ace mass splittings, Le. , 

and not by (m
2

(K)-m
2 (n ))/m

2 (n) or (m( 1\)-m(N))/m(N). The amount of 

unitary symmetry breaking is universal, it is the same for mesons as 

baryons, it is identical for octets and decuplets. This accounts for 

roughly the same mass differences within the meson octets, the baryon 

octet, and the baryon docuplet 7 irrespective of tho masses of the members 

of those representations, 

Although our aces p
0

, n
09 

(\ 
0 

have 11 peculiar11 baryon number and 

charge, their space-time properties should be identical to p 9 n, ~ 

(in this respect we may think of them as p, n, (\ with charge translated 

by a unit of - ~). This places a restriction on the quantum numbers that 

a meson may possc~ss. J:i'or examp1e, for Gp:Ln 0 or spin 1 non-strange 

mesons, the following JFG are excluded : 

1 ) +- 0 -- -1-+ 0 states~ 0 
' 

for isospin 

2) a++ 
9 

o-+ 
' 

·1 for isospin 1 sta:tes. 

Up to now no resonances have been found w:L th these quantum numbers. 
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i 4. 

It is natural to associate the baryons with the lowest energy state 

of the trey system that represents them. This presumably means that the 

3 aces are all in orbital angular momentum S states with the spin of 

one pair summing to O. Similarly, the p;JeudoGcalar mesons would correG

pond to an ace and anti-ace whose orbital angular momentum and total spin 

are both 0 (:L.e., 1 s
0 

statn). Since the parity of a nucleon (ace) and 

antinucleon (anti-ace) Hta te are opposite? we fJGe that the intrinsic parity 

of the pion should be odd while that of the nucleon Hhould be even. 

We have obtained the result that /\ is heavier than (p n ) 
o o' o 

by an amount characteristic of the gross mass splittings within an octet 9 

i.e., ~ 200 MeV. We therefore expect that /\ if it exists, would o' 
unCl.ergo the decays 

I+ J~/o 
P0 + .e + Y 

-+ 1
+U3 _ 

p<> -+)J. +Y 

just as 

/\ -+ p -\-- fl + ]./ 

On the basis of the electromagnetic mass splittings within a given isotopic 

spin multiplet we are also tempted to conjecture that n is heavier than 
0 

p
0

, making p
0 

completely stable (like p) but allowing the decay 

just as 

/\'\ -::r p ·+ Q + J) 

An experimental search for the P n /\ might prove interesting. o' o' o L, 



7. CONCLUSIONS 
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The scheme we have outlined has given 9 in addition to what we 

already know from the Eightfold Way 9 a rather loose but unified structure 

to the mesons and baryons. In vj_ew of the extremely crude manner :i.n 

which we have approached the problem, the results we have obtained seem 

somewhat miraculous. 

A universality principle for the breaking of unitary symmetry has 

been suggested. From this followed a qualitative understanding of the 

meson mass splittj_ngs in terms·of the baryon mass spectrum, e.g., 

m( /\) > m(N) implies that m( cp)) m(K*) ) m( w) ~ m(? ) • The proportion

ately larger mass splittings within the pseudoscalar meson octet have been 

explained. IVIass formulae relating members of.different representations 

have been suggested, e.g. 9 Qn2
(u..;)-m2 ( f )] /2 = m

2
( q:>)+m

2(? )-2m
2

(K"'-) 9 

m 
2 

( K* )-m 
2 

( p ) = m 
2 

( K) -m 2 ( IT) • 

Nature's seeming choice of 1, 8 9 and 10-dimensional representations 

for baryons· along with 1 and 8-dimensional representations for the mesons 

has been accounted for without dynamical or 11 bootstrap" considerations. 

The existence of a unitary singlet w
0 

which mixes with the octet of 

vector mesons has been predicted (along with the ~mount of mixing), while 

the absence of a unitary singlet for p;:.;eudcscala:c me sons ·has been made 

plausible. For the baryons the model predicted that ~here were no analogues 

of W - c..p mixing for either the octet or decuplet, even though there 

might be singlet baryon states. 

The quantum numbers available to a meson have been restricted to 

those which may be formed from the p 9 n 9 /\ and their antiparticles. 

Finally, the odd intrinsic parity of the pion and opposite nucleon parity 

fit naturally into the model. 

There are, however, a number of unanswered questions. Do aces bind 

to form only deuces and treys ? What is the particle (or particles) that 

is responsible for binding the aces ? Why must one work with masses for 

the baryons and mass squares for the mesons ? And more generally, why 

does so simple a model yield such a good approximation to nature ? 
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16. 

Our results may be viewed in several different ways. W~ might say 

1) The relationships we have established are accidents and our model is 

completely wrong. The formula m(- ) = [3m(E_ )~-m(N)] /2 is correct 

to electromagnetic mas.s splitting;:; and yet seems entirely "accidental". 

It certainly would be no great surpri.De if our mass formulae were 

accidents too. 

2) There is a certain simplicity present, additional to that supplied 

by the Eightfold Way 9 but this simplicity has nothing to do with our 

model 15 ). For example, the Gell-Mann - Okubo mass formula may be 

written for any SU 
3 

representation as : 

l I J,_ [ ct_- l \ + 6(0Y\ 0 ) _I(I+ \)- l/Lj Y j \ 

for m_esons 9 

NY\_ -=- /VY\ D \_ I + o__ ( ,,,'\A ") Y + b ( M"- 0) [r l I +· t ) - 1 I 4 '/ Cl-.] \ 

for baryons? where m 9 b 1 
9 a 9 b 

0 
vary from one representation to 

another. The quantities b 1 
9 a 9 and b may be considered functions 

of m or m
2

• Equation (5.5) may be "explained" by postulating 
0 0 

that b 1 (m
2

) goes like : b 1 (m
2

) "'1/m
2

• Equation (3.2) would follow 
0 0 0 

if a(m ) and b(m ) were any slowly 
0 0 

varying function of m09 going 

Relations of this type could undoubtedly for instance like 1/m • 
0 

result from many different theories. 

3) Perhaps the model is valid inasmuch as it supplies a crude qualitative 

understanding of certain features pertaining to mesons and baryons. 

In a sense 9 it could be a rather elaborate mnemonic device. 

4) There is also the outside chance that the model is a closer approxi

mation to nature the.n we may think 9 and that fractionally charged 

aces abound within us. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

These deuces and treys correspond to all known particle 

representations in the limit of unitary symmetry. 

a) This trey stands for a member of a baryon octet. The 

shaded cj_rcles at the vertices are aces? while the 

solid and dashed lines denote two different types of 

binding, The trey is symbolically given by S1 °'~)/{ 

while the binding energies are E 0(/3 (sol:Ld l:Lne)9 

E <::\.~ 0 and E (ti '.l 0 (dashed lines) • In the unitary 

symmetry li.mit the three ace;:;; are ind:Lstinguishable, 

b) Th:Ls trey represents a member of' a baryon decuplet and 

is written as '110',(!:>() •• 
,) 

c) 

d)-e) 

The trey stands for T 
O<.~(._)~o 

a unitary singlet. 

The 

J)o< 
(3 

deuces shown correspond to members of meson octets 

-( 6;/3)D~ ~ and singlets? (1/{3)D~, The open 

circles are ant:L-aces. 

We v:Lew the particle representations with unitary symmetry 

broken. One of the three aces has now become distinguishable 

from the other two. It is pictured as a shaded square. The 

open squares are anti-aces. The mass splittings within 

representations are induced by making the squares heavier 

than the circles. Since the same set of aces are used to 

construct all particles? mass relations connecting mesons and 

baryons may be obtained. 

The isolated octet of pseudoscalar mesons is represented 

after unitary synunetry has been broken and the 

been removed, 

-;-
0 has I o 
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